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TOPICS IN CONSUMER COMMUNICATIONS
AND NETWORKING

INTRODUCTION

Residential services are already commercially
available and widely used. Some of them are
mature, such as home surveillance services,
which have been available for years; others are
taking off right now, such as video streaming or
voice over IP. However, there are other services
that, while technically possible, have not been
successfully adopted yet, such as domotics
(sometimes known as home automation). The
lack of inexpensive broadband access networks
and powerful devices can explain this delay.

This situation has changed dramatically in
recent years. The large increase in broadband
connections, and the performance improvement
and reduction of price in the consumer electron-
ics market are at the root of this change. More-
over, the growth in network subscribers is losing
pace. In order to keep their market share, net-
work providers need to create added value for
their users. A way of doing this is to promote
the provisioning of a wide variety of services to
the residential market. These new opportunities

offer third party providers entry into the market,
similar to what is happening in the mobile tele-
phony market.

The classic one-one-one approach (one ser-
vice, one platform, one provider) is inefficient
when installing, operating, and maintaining a
wide range of services, as the total cost grows
linearly with the number of services deployed. A
more technically efficient and cost-effective
alternative is to create a suitable environment
for all services. If only one platform is used, ser-
vices share infrastructure and maintenance costs:
this is the role of the home gateway. Even if
some specific services need multiple devices, this
approach eases service deployment, operation,
and maintenance.

In order to provide a path toward the devel-
opment and deployment of home services, we
have devised and experimented with the end-to-
end service provisioning framework we describe
in this article. With this framework, we highlight
a practical solution to the service provisioning
domain, suitable for use by operators in realistic
environments, meeting most of the field stan-
dards, supporting the evolution of services, their
deployment in heterogeneous platforms, and
their availability at low cost.

The article is structured as follows. It begins
by briefly describing the residential middleware
used in the home. Then it presents an overview of
the end-to-end scenario. It continues by explain-
ing the main requirements to be fulfilled by the
proposed scenario, the details of which are set
out in the following section. The article finishes
with some overall conclusions and future work.

THE RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT
One of the main challenges in the residential
environment is its intrinsically open nature. This
means that it is very difficult for any stakeholder
to impose his/her own view on the home envi-
ronment, and — as in many other information
technology (IT) areas — standardization is need-
ed. An existing hardware standardization effort
is being made by the Home Gateway initiative
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[1]. However, we believe that emphasis should
be placed on middleware standardization rather
than the underlying hardware platform.
Although hardware approaches may offer higher
efficiency, middleware ones provide better porta-
bility and adaptability to new services and tech-
nologies over time.

The OSGi Alliance [2] is an initiative that
aims to bring this much-needed standardization
to the provisioning of services for the embedded
devices market in general and to the residential
environment in particular. The OSGi Alliance
defines the OSGi Service Platform, a compo-
nent-based, service-oriented, standard comput-
ing environment that provides a suitable
framework for the deployment and execution of
applications and services. These components and
services can easily be deployed from anywhere
on the network to the platform. In order to be
suitable for a large number of hardware and
software combinations, the service platform runs
on a Java virtual machine.

There are other technologies targeted at the
residential environment. Some of them, such as
Home Audio Video Interoperability (HAVi) [3],
Universal Plug n’ Play (UPnP) [4], and Jini [5],
can be seen as complementary [6]. In fact, the
OSGi specifications already define interoperabil-
ity application programming interfaces (APIs)
for Jini and UPnP. The Multimedia Home Plat-
form (MHP) [7] and recently launched Windows
Media Center (WMC) [8] can be considered
alternatives to OSGi. However, both the MHP
and WMC are less suitable platforms for the
provision of general-purpose services, being tai-
lored to very specific domains: TV broadcasting
and multimedia content management and repro-
duction, respectively.

The OSGi Service Platform is targeted at the
embedded device market. Nonetheless, it has
also proven its potential in other scenarios, such
as the Eclipse Rich Client Platform [9]. Howev-
er, one of the main scenarios toward which the
service platform is oriented is the residential
market. This model is called the service gateway
model, in which a home gateway (possibly a
broadband router or set-top box, or a separate
hardware device) is the host that contains the
service platform. This enables the platform to be
located at the edges of both residential networks
and wide area networks. In this way, the plat-
form provides an excellent access point for ser-
vice providers to deliver their services to the end
user without dealing with the complexity inher-
ent in the internal composition of residential
networks, and the user’s privacy is protected.
Service providers can then benefit from existing
infrastructures to offer high-value services that
can be delivered easily to unskilled users.

As shown in Fig. 1, OSGi provides the neces-
sary elements for building deployment and execu-
tion runtime on top of an embedded device. Its
lightweight nature enables its usage in resource-
constrained environments. It leverages the Java
sandbox security model by adding authentication
and authorization mechanisms that can be used
for fine-tuned access control. Additionally, it pro-
vides an easy means of controlling application
deployment and execution through its application
life cycle management infrastructure, as well as

prioritization of those contents thanks to its ini-
tialization level management capabilities. More-
over, the framework also provides an
infrastructure for the dynamic coordination and
interoperation of components. This infrastructure
follows a service oriented architecture (SOA),
thus allowing applications to benefit from its
dynamic advantages. An interesting approach to
improving the SOA support of the OSGi platform
by automating runtime dynamic service depen-
dencies resolution can be found in [6].

SCENARIO OVERVIEW
In order to understand the details of service pro-
vision, let us start by introducing some use cases.
There are multiple services that are suitable for
being deployed using an OSGi-based model. For
instance, we can think of advanced security and
surveillance services, delivery of interactive mul-
timedia content, and remote control of domestic
appliances.

Suppose you want to subscribe to a surveil-
lance service to protect your home from intrud-
ers. Existing solutions provide a high level of
reliability. However, they could easily be
improved with new features such as automatic
notification of intrusion detection via multime-
dia messaging service (MMS) and remote video
streaming. First, you need to install the relevant
hardware. Basic elements include surveillance
devices in the home, the service provider’s infra-
structure, and a “hub” or “gateway,” which is
connected and routes the alarms to the surveil-
lance service provider. Classic approaches use
dedicated lines or plain old telephone service
(POTS). A more efficient approach would be to
reuse existing IP network infrastructures (cable,
digital subscriber line [xDSL], etc.). Moreover,
using IP connectivity would ease the process of
sending multimedia alarms directly to the end
user. The central point of this model is the hub
or gateway that communicates with the surveil-
lance service provider.

Another possible service is the provisioning

nnnn Figure 1. OSGi Service Platform architecture.
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of multimedia personalized interactive content
to residential environments. Multimedia content
can easily be delivered using different technolo-
gies and approaches. However, in order to
include interactive applications with the con-
tents, you need to provide a framework suitable
for their execution. A smart set-top box would
be able to handle the multimedia content and its
related applications. This box would be connect-
ed to both the internal audio-visual (A/V) net-
work and the content provider’s network
(satellite, cable, xDSL, etc.). The personalization
server can match the multimedia contents to
user preferences, using XML metadata that
describes contents and user preferences, such as
TV Anytime and MPEG-7 [10, 11].

Now that you have subscribed to both the
surveillance and multimedia content provisioning
services, and installed and configured both the
security hub and the set-top box, you may be
tempted to subscribe to a new service that enables
you to monitor and control your home appliances
remotely. You will then be able to turn your
microwave oven on and off or control your gar-
den irrigation system from any part of the planet.
However, you need to install and configure yet
another device that acts as an intermediary or
gateway between your existing home networks
and devices and the external network and service
providers. Moreover, further extensions to your
smart home’s infrastructure — or even upgrades
— will require time and effort.

The need for a more cost-effective approach is
quite evident. Furthermore, the fragmented solu-
tions that exist today require the user to worry
about obscure configuration details and tricky
installation processes that discourage the majority
of potential clients. We propose to leverage the
OSGi Service Platform by creating an end-to-end
service delivery scenario that enables all involved
stakeholders to interact transparently to provide
valuable services to the end user.

The ultimate goal of this scenario is to create
an environment suitable for all actors. End users
should be able to browse all available services

and subscribe to those in which they are interest-
ed in, without having to worry about any config-
uration issues. Service providers should be able
to add, remove, and update their services with-
out the end user noticing. Accounting and billing
activities should be carried out efficiently. All
operation and management activities should be
transparent to the end user.

Figure 2 shows the conceptual roles involved
in the scenario, although a stakeholder could
eventually play more than one role simultane-
ously. Service aggregators, service providers,
content providers, and the operator — repre-
sented in Fig. 2 as the control center — make up
a business ecosystem. The operator is in charge
of all the administrative tasks surrounding the
scenario. It must include suitable elements for
the other entities to add their contents and ser-
vices, and present them to the user in a proper
manner. It must also provide mechanisms to
detect and correct problems on the user side.

At the other end, we have the residential envi-
ronment, which is the target for the delivery of
services. There are a number of networks, classi-
fied [12] into domotic networks (e.g., X10), data
networks (Ethernet, IEEE 802.11x, HomePNA),
and multimedia networks (IEEE 1394, etc.),
although there is a convergence tendency among
them. The home is connected to the Internet
through a broadband connection managed by a
home gateway. The home gateway is the natural
access point for the rest of the stakeholders.

Now that we have seen the main entities
involved in the scenario, let us look at the afore-
mentioned surveillance service use case.

Let us suppose that the user has all the neces-
sary hardware installed at home, including a cor-
rectly configured home gateway he/she has bought,
for instance, to remotely control his/her appliances
remotely as well as cameras and motion detection
devices. Also suppose that a security company has
developed a surveillance service. After negotiating,
the company reaches an agreement with the oper-
ator through which the latter adds the service to
its repository. This negotiation and addition pro-
cess is possibly automated and carried out through
Web services. Eventually, the user browses the
operator’s service catalog, decides that the surveil-
lance service looks interesting, and buys it. At that
moment, the operator deploys to the home gate-
way — which includes an OSGi Service Platform
— the surveillance application and all its related
components. The operator also informs the service
provider that a subscription has been taken out.
At this point, the service is activated. The user can
configure his/her preferences, including the format
of notifications (MMS, email, etc.), whether the
police should be immediately informed of any
break-in, or whether user confirmation is needed.

Eventually, the surveillance system (Barking
Intruder Detection System, BarkIDS, in Fig. 3)
detects an intrusion. It then informs the service
provider of the event. The service provider, in
turn, makes a decision based on the user prefer-
ences. This decision might involve some video
streaming to the user’s cellular phone. Another
option would be simply to send an MMS with
the intruder’s photograph.

Let us look now at the advanced multimedia
service example detailed in Fig. 4. The initial

nnnn Figure 2. Stakeholders involved in the scenario.
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process is similar. The content provider contacts
the operator and adds the service to the reposi-
tory. The user subscribes to the service. At this
moment, the deployment process starts, and all
the necessary elements — including codecs and
a state-of-the-art player — are deployed to the
home gateway. Eventually, the user searches for
available content. The personalization server
deals with content organization and filtering to
provide a view adapted to the user’s profile.
When the user selects specific content, its infor-
mation (i.e., content URL and other related
metadata) and associated applications are auto-
matically deployed, installed, and configured.
Then the interactive content is played.

In both the surveillance service and the interac-
tive content example, we can see that the central
point of the scenario is the home gateway. It consti-
tutes a single point of access and execution of ser-
vices. It integrates the networks and smart devices
at home, and thus promotes the development and
provision of highly attractive services to the user.

Stakeholders’ needs are satisfied in this sce-
nario. Network providers benefit from new users
that subscribe to high-bandwidth connections to
enjoy services at home. Service providers have
new business opportunities in the massive residen-
tial market. The end user, in turn, benefits from a
digitally powered home, relieved from PC-related
inconveniences, with improved usability, reliability,
and stability, only concerned about browsing,
selecting, and enjoying services at home.

MAIN NEEDS OF THE SCENARIO
The presented scenario is attractive. However, it is
also very challenging. To make it possible, many
technical issues need to be addressed. The main
requirements of the scenario can easily be elicited
from the presented use cases. These include admin-
istration, deployment, security, operations support,
and integration of heterogeneous systems.

The resulting solution must provide:
• Automated deployment: Once the user is

interested in subscribing to a service, the
deployment of software assets must be car-
ried out transparently. In brief, the process
should seem to the user to be a click-to-
deploy task.

• Zero administration: The user should not
have to bother with the configuration and
management of the complex environment
involved in the scenario; many services are
seamlessly carried out through heteroge-
neous networks and smart devices. This
task will have to be done automatically and

nnnn Figure 3. Example surveillance service.
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possibly also remotely, with the aid of
advanced tools and middleware.

•Security: Understood in a very broad sense,
it comprises home surveillance as well as
privacy and confidentiality in communica-
tions between the outside world and the
home — particularly in the presence of
wireless networks. This is of particular
importance because of the existence of pay-
ment transactions.

• Operations support: This includes client
relationship management (CRM) function-
alities, stocking, and service subscription
mechanisms and automatic service deploy-
ment and management support.

• Integration of heterogeneous systems: For
example the control center will have to inter-
operate with the rest of the stakeholders in a
standard way, being the hub of the scenario.
Service providers should be able to publish
their assets easily, while accessing accounting
and billing information or updating their ser-
vices. Several approaches are possible in this
respect, from a centralized catalog placed at
the control center to a highly distributed but
federated network of repositories. We envi-
sion a tendency from centralized to distribut-
ed situations. This would eventually end up
being a kind of P2P model where anyone,
including end users, could act as a
service/content provider.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
END-TO-END SCENARIO

In such a complex environment, the use of open
standards promotes an easy interaction between
the involved stakeholders. This is particularly

true in those interactions concerning the control
center and service/content providers/aggregators.
Residential environment standardization can
easily be achieved by adopting the OSGi
Alliance’s Service Platform. The most effective
way to enable communication between compa-
nies is Web services technology. SOA is the best
option for promoting interoperability with inde-
pendence of the specific technologies and plat-
forms available at different sites.

To satisfy the needs defined in the previous
section, we have defined a suitable architecture,
designed the required components, and imple-
mented them. Our solution follows an open
standards-driven approach, leveraged by the
usage of open source components.

The implementation of the scenario has been
divided into three phases: selection of the under-
lying middleware platforms, Jonas (an open
source J2EE certified application server) for the
control center and Oscar (an open source OSGi
R3 implementation) for the home gateway;
implementation of the required components at
each end of the scenario; and validation of the
scenario with the development and deployment
of proof-of-concept services [13]. Web services
enable service providers to choose the platform
that best meets their particular business needs
and technical requirements. As a result, there is
no need to impose a model for the service
provider architecture. Figure 5 shows the system
design. In the following subsections we describe
how these components fulfill the requirements.

AUTOMATED DEPLOYMENT
From the users’ point of view, service deploy-
ment must be a one-click task. However, services
can be made up of several components and may
also bring about dependencies on other related

nnnn Figure 5. Components of the scenario.
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services and resources. Traditional deployment
approaches focus on packaging together all the
necessary elements, and are therefore fairly lim-
ited. In addition, the duplication of components
may appear in the medium term for each plat-
form (so far, the sharing of components or
dynamic link libraries in evolving platforms has
proved ineffective).

However, these approaches make service
updating too laborious and error-prone. To
overcome this problem, we have used automated
dependency resolution techniques. Dependen-
cies cut across different layers. System level
dependencies coexist with middleware and appli-
cation levels, so they must be handled consis-
tently. The aforementioned personalized
interactive multimedia service is a good example
of this situation.

The deployment infrastructure has been
designed based on the Object Management
Group (OMG) distributed component deploy-
ment and configuration standard [14]. The ser-
vice deployment component in the control center
and the deployment agent at the home gateway
provide this functionality. The deployment agent
implements context-aware algorithms to auto-
mate the resolution of dependencies at both the
system and service platform levels. The deploy-
ment agent has been released as the open source
project Jbones [13]. The service deployment
component at the server side deals with service
subscriptions by sending Web service messages
to the deployment agent to launch the deploy-
ment process.

ADMINISTRATION
Administration tasks such as failure detection,
configuration management, and performance
analysis are crucial for the correct functioning of
the system. Operator-based administration
requires a remote management infrastructure to
be deployed.

We have used the classic management archi-
tecture based on the remote manager-manage-
ment agent pairing, following the OSGi
reference section on remote management. The
management agent, JMood [13], is also available
as an open source project.

In this management model the agent gathers
information and carries out operations on behalf
of the remote manager, and asynchronously
sends events. These administration facilities
enable the operator to control aspects such as
application and service performance monitoring,
configuration management, logs, permissions,
and lower-level monitoring (e.g., monitoring of
the underlying Java virtual machine perfor-
mance). Its autonomous management capabili-
ties improve scalability by reducing the burden
of the remote manager and the network load.
The management agent provides support for the
definition of operational policies based on differ-
ent parameters, such as memory overload or net-
work congestion.

From the operator’s point of view, Simple Net-
work Management Protocol (SNMP) as the man-
agement technology has advantages related to
widespread support from network equipment ven-
dors. However, SNMP is not well suited for dynam-
ic service instrumentation. For this reason, we have

used Java Management Extensions (JMX) [15]
technology for gateway management. JMX is a
Java Community Process standard broadly used in
J2EE application servers’ management. JMX
makes application and service instrumentation
painless, while at the same time decoupling the
control plane from the services plane.

OPERATIONS SUPPORT
The Operations Support Systems through Java
(OSS/J) initiative [16] aims to improve interop-
erability between different OSS products. OSS/J
builds on current J2EE standards to provide API
specifications to ensure compatibility between
different solutions. A reference implementation
for each API is also made available, which
enables rapid development of OSS-based ser-
vices. OSS/J has provided us with the conceptual
framework to build the control center architec-
ture. We have implemented the OSS/J service
activation API in the service deployment compo-
nent.

A key element in the proposed scenario that
represents a step forward in services manage-
ment is integration of the remote manager with
the enterprise operation support environment
defined by emerging industrial management
standards [17], which has chosen OSS-J as the
technical infrastructure for management busi-
ness processes.

The service repository component is based on
some of the ideas included in the OSS service
inventory API. The stocking of the repository is
carried out by service providers, who are regis-
tered and managed by the provider management
component as detailed in Fig. 5.

Service providers populate the service reposi-
tory using the provider management interface.
Figure 6 shows the interactions that take place
during the subscription process. Users registered
in the CRM component can log into the OSS
and browse the service catalog for interesting
services. Eventually, the user subscribes to a ser-
vice. This makes the service deployment process
start. Once the deployment process has been
successfully carried out, the service deployment
component notifies the service provider via Web
services. This finishes the deployment process,
and the service is ready to be used.

nnnn Figure 6. Service subscription process.
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SECURITY ISSUES

In order to provide a coherent security model
for the home gateway, a generic approach is
needed. Access control and information protec-
tion tasks have to be carried out effectively.
OSGi access control mechanisms include a per-
mission model based on Java’s sandbox model,
which assigns execution permissions to applica-
tions depending on their URL. It also provides a
simple authentication and authorization model.

Our scenario relies heavily on Web services
as the transport mechanisms for sensitive man-
agement information. Sealing this channel is
very important. Therefore, classic lower-level
security systems such as personal and network
firewalls are complemented by an application-
level firewall. In Fig. 5 the XML firewall pro-
vides these security functionalities.

CONCLUSIONS
We have reported our experience in defining
and implementing an end-to-end service provi-
sioning scenario capable of handling numerous
types of end-user services and providing an oper-
ational solution that integrates open standards in
order to fulfill the requirements of the involved
stakeholders: end users, service providers, and
network operators.

We started the article by presenting two sam-
ple advanced services: personalized interactive
multimedia service and home surveillance ser-
vices. We have developed these services to vali-
date the scenario. The resulting implementations
have been released as open source projects, and
are called Personalized Interactive Player
(PiPlayer) and BarkIDS [13].

Selection of the basic platforms has been a
key point for the definition of the architecture.
We have chosen the OSGi services platform for
the residential gateway and J2EE for the opera-
tor’s side. Once the architecture was defined, we
implemented its components. The strategic
points of the architecture are the deployment
and administration infrastructure. The former
automates the context-aware deployment opera-
tions, and the latter provides a policy-based ser-
vice management agent for remote operation
and maintenance.

The home gateway is the central element of
the scenario. It is a common platform for the
deployment and execution of services, thereby
enabling a technically efficient and cost-effective
solution for their provision to the residential
environment. However, it also has drawbacks:
the home gateway is a single point of failure for
all services in the home, making it unsuitable for
safety-critical domains. The existence of fault
detection mechanisms reduces the impact of fail-
ures. Nevertheless, depending on the kind of ser-
vices deployed, performance monitoring
measures might be necessary.

We have already proven the main functional
aspects: automated deployment, administration,
and operation support. Future work includes the
deployment of our scenario in a testbed with a
large number of home gateways for feedback on
nonfunctional attributes such as reliability,
response to high traffic workloads, scalability,

and security. The adaptation of the scenario
from the residential environment to mobile net-
work services is also underway.
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Future work includes

the deployment of

our scenario in a test

bed with a large

number of home

gateways for 

feedback on 

non-functional

attributes such as
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to high traffic 

workloads, scalability

and security.
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